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∗Due to the since-well-documented profound racism and harmful eugenics advocacy of Robert A. Millikan during his lifetime, in 2020 Caltech
renamed the Robert A. & Greta B. Millikan Fellowship Endowment Fund and its resulting postdoctoral fellowships simply as “Prize Post-
doctoral Fellowships.” I fully support this change, and entirely disavow any connection whatsoever with the deeply racist and harmful legacy
of Millikan’s eugenics and sterilization advocacy. (There however still exists some controversy over Millikan’s actual views.)

Justin Albert is an experimental particle astrophysicist and faculty member at the University of Victoria.
His background is in multiple areas of both astrophysics and particle physics, including measurements
of dark matter and dark energy (and precise calibration of the various foregrounds and instrumental
responses that are associated with those measurements); physics of heavy flavor decays & CP violation;
hadron collider physics; and neutrino physics. Justin is director/PI for the ALTAIR high-altitude micro-
airship project for precision photometry calibration for dark energy measurements; and co-PI & lead
physics & astronomy faculty member for the ORCASat CubeSat mission, also for precision photometry
calibration; both of which are funded by the Canadian Space Agency and NSERC.
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